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Plan / scope
•  First 20 minutes: introduction for beginners (& tea/coffee available in 

the cafe)
–  GLA perspective
–  Just Space perspective

•  Starting 1630: de-brief from weeks 1 and 2
–  Follow at JustSpace.org.uk >> EiP 2019

•  Starting about 1730:briefing for next few weeks



Part 1: introduction to the London Plan
•  The draft replacement London Plan in its own words (with acknowledgement to Rachael Rooney and 

others City Hall originators of slides)

•  Just Space Community plan

•  All at, or linked from JustSpace.org.uk



GLA Act 1999 (As Amended)
Principal Purposes:
•  Promoting economic development and wealth creation
•  Promoting social development
•  Improvement in the environment
Have regard to:
•  Equality of opportunity 
•  Reducing health inequality and promoting health
•  Contribute towards mitigation and adaptation to Climate change 
•  Achieving sustainable development 
•  Promote and encourage safe use of the River Thames

GLA slide



Key Drivers 

•  Population 8.9m (2016) – 
10.8m (2041) - c70k pa

•  Demographics  - younger 
profile,  ageing population

•  Employment 5.8m (2016) – 
6.9m (2041) – 49k pa
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Population
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Migration
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Mayoral Strategies

• London Plan 
•  Housing 
•  Transport 
•  Economic 

Development*
•  Environment 
•  Health and Health 

Inequalities 
•  Cultural Strategy

GLA slide

*New EDS out today 5 December



The London Plan

• Officially the ‘spatial development strategy’

• Provides a framework for spatial development in London over the 
next 20-25 years

• Can only deal with matters which are of strategic importance to 
Greater London

• Part of the ‘development plan’ for London, and boroughs’ local 
development plan documents must be in ‘general conformity’ with 
the London Plan
• Policy framework for the Mayor’s decisions on referable  planning 
applications

GLA slide



The new London Plan 
Driving principle: Good Growth

GLA slide



Accommodating London’s Growth

 

•  Opportunity  areas

•  Growth corridors 

•  Town centres

•  Industrial land

•  Intensification / 
    mixed use

GLA slide



Making the best use of land

•  Intensification, co-location and 
optimising density through a 
design led approach 

•  Green Belt, MOL and important 
green and open space 

•  Distinctive character and 
heritage 

•  Integration of land use and 
transport 

GLA slide



Design 

•  Good design

•  Optimise density

•  Tall buildings

•  Public realm 

GLA slide



Housing 
•  SHMA – housing need

•  66,000 more p.a.

• SHLAA – housing supply
• Small sites (<25 homes) 
have presumption in favour 
• 50% affordable target

•  London Affordable Rent, 
London Living Rent and 
London Shared Ownership  

• Viability with 35% 
‘threshold’ (50% on public 
land and strategic industrial 
land)

GLA slide



Social Infrastructure 

 

•  Needs assessment for social 
infrastructure

•  No net loss of social infrastructure

•  Shared use and co-location

•  Public toilet provision

GLA slide



Culture and heritage

•  Protection of cultural venues

•  Creative Enterprise Zones

•  24 hour city

•  Heritage-led growth

•  Strategic Views 

GLA slide



Environment 

•  Open space protection – Green 
Belt, Metropolitan Open Land 
(MOL)

•  Increasing green cover to 50%
•  Zero carbon by 2050 
•  Air quality
•  Circular economy principles
•  Climate-change resilience

GLA slide



Transport 

•  ‘Healthy streets’ approach
•  80% modal share for walking, 

cycling and public transport 
•  Maximum car parking and 

minimum cycle parking 

GLA slide



GLA slide: the Key Diagram



Just Space preparations: Towards a 
community-led London Plan, 2015, 2016

The Mayor should…
1.  …put in place a programme of effective, meaningful 
and continuous engagement– underpinned by the 
principles of inclusion and fairness – that enables all 
Londoners to work with the Mayor and officers in a spirit 
of co-operation and in co-production of the new London 
Plan and all the Mayor’s Strategies. Deep changes are 
needed in the governance of the city and this is a starting 
point.  SCI needed for London.
 
2. …develop a London Housing Bill to give the Mayor 
devolved powers to bring housing reform in London, 
especially city wide rent control for private renters, 
regulation of landlords through mandatory landlord 
licensing across London and meeting the challenge of 
providing not-for-profit, social rented housing.   The term 
“affordable housing” should be removed in any 
documents produced by the Mayor.



Just Space preparations: Towards a 
community-led London Plan… 2

The Mayor should…
3.  …care for existing homes, neighbourhoods and 
communities and respond to high levels of fuel poverty 
by scaling up refurbishment and retrofit programmes 
and protecting existing council housing and housing 
association estates.
 
4.  …foster a more localised, fair and green 
economy that acknowledges the diversity found in high 
streets and industrial estates such as low cost 
workspace, light industrial units, warehouses, studios 
and sheds, as a strength and a driver of the city’s future 
well being.
 
5. …promote affordable and accessible public 
transport, supported by revenue from road user 
charging to tackle congestion and pollution.



Just Space preparations: Towards a 
community-led London Plan… 3

The Mayor should…
 6.  …care for the environment by making London 
a Blue Green City, placing value on the connection and 
interaction between London’s blue and green assets 
such as green spaces, waterways, nature and air 
quality.
 
7. …require Social Impact Assessments to be 
undertaken to measure and calculate the impact of 
development proposals on existing residents and 
businesses in neighbourhoods being considered for 
substantial change.
 
8. …support Lifetime Neighbourhoods (scaled up 
to Lifetime Suburbs in Outer London) providing key 
amenities and job opportunities locally, thus reducing 
the need for costly and polluting travel.



Just Space preparations: Towards a 
community-led London Plan… 4

The Mayor should…
 9. …place a moratorium on any more Opportunity 
Areas, bringing forward an evaluation and review of 
successes and failures so far and a new model of 
regeneration that prioritises social sustainability and 
social infrastructure and embeds more democratic 
and participatory mechanisms into the regeneration 
of areas.
 
10. …develop new indicators for measuring the 
success of the city, such as the % of the labour force 
that has a secure job that pays at least the London 
Living Wage, and measuring life satisfaction using 
wellbeing surveys.

+ 4 later chapters on web site. .>> publications
 



Pause  
 
Wi-Fi:  UCL Guest  enter code BSP 
#LondonPlan  
@JustSpace7  
 
EiP blog & narrative: JustSpace.org.uk  
These slides: 



Examination in Public
Consultation process
March 2018 responses to consultation draft
EiP panel appointed, digests responses, proposes “matters” for discussion & participants
Comments can be made on both
Final lists published; GLA publishes “minor alterations”

Hearings:
Informal (compared with public inquiry or judicial review) but rather hidden
35 days over 4 months; statements can be submitted on each “matter”
Panel to report to Mayor and Govt; Mayor must give reasons for NOT accepting any 
recommendation.



Strategic Impact / other impacts
•  Did the Strategic Impact Analysis adequately evaluate alternatives?

•  Just space criticisms: too late, omitted community scheme
•  LSE criticisms and others: omitted regional & green belt alternatives

•  Did the Integrated Impact Analysis adequately  evaluate the impact of the plan 
and its policies on the environment and on equalities groups?

•  JS criticisms of the equalities analysis
•  Strong support from others
•  GLA/Arups pressed, and said more work had been done; offered to publish it
•  Panel insisted and it is now published

•  Further comments can be accepted until 15 February

•  (Matter 1, 2)

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Cooperation / Consultation
•  Did the Mayor cooperate adequately with local governments 

•  outside GLA area?
•  Inside GL?

•  Local authorities beyond London & in outer London very critical

•  Did the Mayor consult adequately with…communities & equalities groups?
•  JS criticism of failure to co-produce plan throughout the process
•  Criticism of consultation with equalities groups in particular, by JS & others

•  GLA required to produce lists (now available?)

•  GLA had introduced a lot of wording about consultation throughout the draft Plan 
but not much strengthening of policy.

•  (Matters 4-6)

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



“Good Growth”
Are these policies or are they aims/objectives?

Weak on community participation throughout
Weak on protection of communities, especially working class communities

Positive aspirations which don’t carry through into the detailed policies

•  (Matter 9 )

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Scope of the plan, consistency with national 
policy

? Not clear what happened  Can anyone contribute?

•  (Matters 7 and 8 )

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Spatial development strategy

Mostly objections to Plan’s attempt to meet almost all housing needs within 
London & without touching the green belt
Resistance to densification from outer boroughs
Pressures to review green belt from various parties

Only Just Space really challenging the spatial strategy centre/inner/outer 
London
Stressing the features of the Community alternative
Strongly negative effects of the GLA spatial strategy on low-and moderate-
income people (and thus on many equalities groups), families

Is the infrastructure adequate? Over-dependent on a bad Infrastructure Plan

•  (Matters 10-13 )

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Opportunity Areas
•  Despite some re-wording of the Plan, JustSpace presses its case for a 

moratorium on new OAs, pending an independent review. GLA is proposing an 
internal review, but no moratorium.

•  Strong criticism of how OAs designated, democratic deficit, lack of evidence from 
many organisations. 

•  Arbitrary & excessive target-setting

•  Pressure to capture land value for all the infrastructure of each OA squeezes 
scope for social housing systematically

•  Inadequate initial understanding of economy and society in and around proposed 
OA prior to designation.

•  GLA responded by saying they have a new team and things would be different, 
but that was not enough to satisfy objectors.

•  (Matter 14)

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Areas for ‘regeneration’
•  These areas are derived from the index of deprivation (IMD) and should thus aim 

at ameliorating the deprivation for the benefit of those who suffer it. That normally 
fails to happen and policy is not adequate to ensure this.

•  Many of the objections to Opportunity Area practices were voiced again, and the 
overlap and confusion between the two designations was criticised.

•  Just Space groups again pressed for careful social impact analysis of localities 
prior to designation on which careful proposals had been put forward.

•  The equalities impacts of ‘regeneration’ were considered to be negative in most 
cases and the new data from the Equalities Impact Analysis needed to be 
scrutinised carefully (See Matter 2)

•  (Matter 15)

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Wider South East region and beyond
•  Most of the discussion was on whether the Mayor had adequately worked with 

authorities outside the boundary to plan for the housing, employment, transport 
and other interaction.

•  The Homebuilders Federation (HBF) was particularly forceful in arguing that plans 
need to be made for what could be a substantial (?30,000) shortfall in GLA 
housing need compared with output.

•  There were disagreements between participants on whether voluntary 
agreements between the GLA and ‘willing partner’ authorities would be adequate 
or whether a return to a statutory system was needed.

•  Just Space pressed its view that a re-balancing of growth across the whole UK 
was essential to take the pressure off London —especially for economically 
weaker groups.

•  (Matter 16)

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Next: 3 weeks on housing

Sessions in green 
will be webcast

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Housing need and land supply

•  Switch to web

#LondonPlan   @JustSpace7



Draft new London Plan:  
Examination in Public (EiP)  
Briefing 30 January 2019 
Harrrie Massey theatre, 25 Gordon St  
Bartlett School of Planning & Just Space 

1600h-1630h: background on the London Plan for people new to the 
story. Tea/coffee available to buy in the union café.
 
1630h onwards: reports on weeks 1 and 2 of the EiP; preview of the 
issues coming up in weeks 3 and 4 (housing)
 
End: probably about 1900h.  The room is booked until 1900h.

Wi-Fi:  UCL Guest  enter code BSP

Today


